Dear Mister vice-President,

After the very good exchange we had with you and Business Europe last week on Critical Raw Materials, I am reaching out to you because  Safran, will be in Brussels next May 4-5th, and he would be very pleased to meet you and exchange on our industry global situation and supply chain management, CRM and other critical technologies, competition and trade.

The meeting could be held at your convenience over these two days.

Safran is an international high-technology company in aviation, space and defence. Safran is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of engines and equipment for civil and military aircrafts, and a major Space player. Safran is deeply rooted in Europe with more than 50,000 jobs, out of around 80 000 globally . The US and Mexico are major Safran countries and markets, but the group is global with an Asian (India first), and middle East strong presence.

Looking forward to your answer, I remain,

Yours sincerely,
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